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Penetration Testing with PerlPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Perl to perform professional penetration testing


	About This Book

	
		Write your own custom information security tools using Perl and object-oriented Perl modules
	
		Apply powerful Perl Regular Expression syntax to finely tune intelligence gathering techniques
	...
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Migrating to Azure: Transforming Legacy Applications into Scalable Cloud-First SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		Design an enterprise solution from scratch that allows the migration of a legacy application. Begin with the planning and design phase and be guided through all the stages of selecting the architecture framework that fits your enterprise.

	
		Join Microsoft MVP Josh Garverick as he addresses all major areas of design and...
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Game Development and Production (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
 Writing comprehensive design documents, accurately estimating tasks and schedules, setting up a comprehensive QA planthese are all important aspects of the game development process that are often underplanned. Game company executive Erik Bethke provides a guidebook...
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The Business of Streaming and Digital MediaFocal Press, 2005
"...provides a number of very useful hints on how to make streaming successful (rather than merely profitable)."
EBU Technical Review

"This book offers a useful guide for building and managing a streaming and digital media business ... successfully." EBU Book Review 

       This book answers the...
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Crime and Punishment: Essential Primary SourcesThomson Gale, 2006
Crime, and the issues that relate to it, arouse compelling curiosity and fervent debate. In the human psyche, crimes and their underlying motives often capture equal measures of fascination and revulsion. In the media, criminals are both condemned and granted celebrity. Accordingly, the readings and resources offered in Crime and Punishment:...
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Analyzing Systems: Determining Requirements for Object-Oriented Development (Bcs Practitioner)Prentice Hall, 1994
This text describes and explains the ORCA (Object-oriented Requirements Capture Analysis) method. It is aimed at those interested in the description and analysis of complex systems. In particular, it is aimed at those responsible for producing strategies for the use of information technology and requirements for software development. Producing and...
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Fundamentals of Risk and InsuranceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This tenth edition of Fundamentals of Risk and

	Insurance marks the 36th anniversary of the first edition,

	published in 1972. Over the years, the book

	has undergone major change as the field of risk

	management and insurance has changed. Emmett

	J. Vaughan, an author in the first and all subsequent

	editions, guided the...
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The Art and Science of HDR Imaging (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Rendering High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes on media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters, then photographers, learned to use low-range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances, rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific...
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Microsoft Office 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2004
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to use Microsoft  Office Access, Excel, FrontPage, InfoPath, OneNote, Outlook, PowerPoint,  Publisher, and Word. With Step by Step, you can take just the lessons you need,  or work from cover to cover. Either way, you drive the instruction—building and  practicing the...
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Practical Zendesk AdministrationO'Reilly, 2014

	"Reading these chapters is like reading the advanced manual we never wrote when we designed the product. Stafford and Anton's ability to enlighten readers on how to use the product better and the reasons for the design decisions in Zendesk never ceases to impress us."

	-Mikkel Svane, Founder and CEO at...
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Documenting Software Architectures: Views and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book is of immense value. It should save you months of  trials and errors, lots of undeserved hassle, and many costly mistakes that  could potentially jeopardize the whole endeavor. It will become an important  reference on the shelf of the software architect."—From the Foreword by Philippe  Kruchten,...
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Fast Track Visual C++(r) 6.0 ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Get up to speed with the latest version of Visual C++. What makes Fast Track the C++ guide of choice is leading expert Steve Holzner's practical approach to learning by example. Cutting right to the core of issues crucial to programmers, this book begins with a brief refresher course and then moves quickly onto the skills that really count:...
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